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Equipment purchased from AgileTix comes preconfigured to your account to ensure ease of use and each terminal includes a 5-year warranty, Linea Scanners come with 
a 1 year warranty, and all other equipment comes with a 3 year warranty. Equipment is shipped ready for plug-and-play. The warranty on terminals purchased 
through AgileTix covers any repairs as well as provides a temporary replacement terminal while yours is in for repair, to make sure that your business continues to be fully 
operational. If the equipment includes an attached credit card swipe, the swipe is injected with a proprietary encryption key that offers an increased level of security for 
you and your customers when processing payments.

AgileTix strongly encourages clients to purchase equipment from us however it is not required. Equipment purchased outside of AgileTix must meet our system 
requirements but please note, compatibility is not guaranteed.

•We cannot guarantee functionality of any equipment purchased outside of Agile.
•AgileTix cannot honor warranties on equipment purchased outside of Agile. If temporary equipment is needed, it must be rented and is subject to availability.
•Equipment purchased outside of AgileTix will likely need to be configured before usage. Examples of this include, but are not limited to:

•Barcode Scanners
•Printers
•Ticket (for example: Boca, Stima)
•Receipt (for example: Epson, Star)
•Label (for example: Dymo)
•Point-of-Sale Terminals (including laptops or computers)

•Credit Card Readers are typically not compatible, nor can they be reconfigured. It is strongly advised to purchase new units. Please contact your account rep for 
details and recommendations.

If equipment is purchased from an outside source and an AgileTix team member is required to evaluate or reconfigure the item, it would be considered a billable project 
($109/hr). While AgileTix team members may have some experience with equipment other than what we offer for sale, we cannot guarantee technical expertise with 
equipment outside of our hardware catalog.

Why Purchase Equipment from Agile Ticketing Solutions?

https://support.agiletix.com/hc/en-us/articles/200616895-System-Requirements


Partner Tech
Audrey A5 Bundle

Our most popular bundle is complete 
with cutting-edge Partner Tech 
touchscreen technology, cash drawer, 
scanner, and thermal printer.

Price: $1,796.00
SKU: HS98001012 4



Partner Tech Audrey A5 Bundle Elements

Partner Tech Audrey A5

With complimentary stylish features and an innovative 
design, the Audrey A5 series reflects Partner Tech's future 
vision of POS. A technology-rich solution 
offering industrial-grade performance with a high-
quality design that will make a dramatic statement in your 
venues' environment.

Dimensions: 15.43 x 12.64 x 7.91in (W/D/H)
SKU: HS10121001

WS-100 Scanner

Dimensions: 2.76 x 3.35 x 6.89in (W/D/H)
SKU: HS20081001

WS-100 handheld scanner is designed for everyday use. 
It is equipped with advanced scanning and latest 
sensing technology, featuring powerful performance in 
scanning barcodes.
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Receipt Printer

We offer two receipt printer solutions with our 
A5 bundle. The Partner Tech RP 700 and the 
Citizen CT-S751. Chosen based on availability. 

See page 22 for details. 
SKU: HS30071001 or HS30081002



Partner Tech Audrey A5 Bundle Elements

Mouse and Keyboard

Dimensions: 21.3 x 1.75 x 7.75in (L/W/H)
SKU: HS99002001

Enjoy plug-and-play setup, Quiet Touch keys with quick access 
to media controls and calculator. A comfortable ambidextrous 
mouse is included.

Partner Tech CD-410

Dimensions: 16.14 x 16.34 x 4.33in (W/D/H)
SKU: HS40041001

The CD-410 is a durable, well-manufactured, and secure cash 
drawer. It is intelligently split with four banknote and eight 
coin compartments.
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Partner Tech A5-
103 Bundle

This space-saving bundle is complete 
with cutting-edge Partner Tech 
touchscreen, space-saving printer 
stand, cash drawer, scanner, and 
mounted thermal printer.

Price: $1,919.00
SKU: HS98001013

Partner Tech A5-103
Bundle
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Currently Unavailable 



Partner Tech A5-103 Bundle Elements

A5 -103 Printer Base

The innovative form of the A5-103 provides a small-
form factor design that’s fully functional as a point-
of-sale and comes with superior flexibility. Maximize 
counter space with the A5-103 mounting solutions, 
as well as USB hub integration, for a sleek POS 
terminal.

A5 Dimensions: 15.43 x 12.64 x 7.91in (W/D/H)
103 Stand Dimensions: 8.86 x 15.35 x 10.63 in (W/D/H)
103 SKU: HS10062004

2D Barcode Scanner Bottom-Fit

Dimensions: 2.9 x 31.9 x 1.0in (L/D/H)
SKU: HS20081002

Delivering high scanning throughout and remote 
configurability in an easy to mount enclosure, the 
PartnerTech 2D Bottom-Fit is the smart way to 
add 2D imaging performance to your product 
design.
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RP-700 Receipt Printer

Partner Tech’s RP-700 mini high-speed 
receipt printer is an elegant solution for both 
retail and hospitality applications.

Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 5.27in (L/W/H)
SKU: HS30071001

Currently Unavailable 



Mouse and Keyboard

Enjoy plug-and-play setup, Quiet Touch keys with quick 
access to media controls and calculator. A comfortable 
ambidextrous mouse is included.

Dimensions: 21.3 x 1.75 x 7.75in (L/W/H)
SKU: HS99002001

Partner Tech CD-410

The CD-410 is a durable, well-manufactured, and 
secure cash drawer. It is intelligently split with four 
banknote and eight coin compartments.

Dimensions: 16.14 x 16.34 x 4.33in (W/D/H)
SKU: HS40041001

Partner Tech A5-103 Bundle Elements Part 2
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Currently Unavailable 



A bundle specially designed for 
convenience and mobility. Includes a 
high-performance, rugged EM-
310 tablet, a POS base, a thermal printer 
and a complementing cash drawer.

Price: $2,182.00
SKU: HS98001007

Partner Tech
EM-310 Bundle
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Currently Unavailable 



Partner Tech EM-310
Enterprise Tablet

Dimensions: 10.9 x 7.83 x 0.95in (W/H/D)
SKU: HS10073001

The EM-310 Enterprise Tablet is a compact and stylish tablet , which 
utilizes the powerful Intel® mobile technology. The EM-310 Enterprise 
Tablet provides a high degree of usability matching various industrial 
needs, improves profitability and customer satisfaction.

See page 22 for details. 
SKU: HS30071001 or HS30081002

We offer two receipt printer solutions with our A5 
bundle. The Partner Tech RP 700 and the Citizen CT-
S751. Chosen based on availability

Receipt Printer

Partner Tech EM-310 Elements
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Partner Tech CD-410

Dimensions: 16.14 x 16.34 x 4.33in (W/D/H)
SKU: HS40041001

The CD-410 is a durable, well-manufactured, and secure cash 
drawer. It is intelligently split with four banknote and eight 
coin compartments.

Currently Unavailable 



Alfred Floor Stand 

Price: $4,237.00
SKU: HS98001015

Monthly Remote Management Fee:
$35.00 per Kiosk (required) 12



Partner Tech Audrey A5

Alfred Floor Stand Bundle Elements

Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 5.27 in (L/W/H)
SKU: HS30071001

Partner Tech’s RP-700 mini high-speed receipt printer is an 
elegant solution for both retail and hospitality applications.

RP-700 Receipt Printer

With complimentary stylish features and an innovative design, 
the Audrey A5 series reflects PartnerTech's future vision of POS. 
A technology-rich solution offering industrial-grade 
performance with a high-quality design that will make a 
dramatic statement in your venues' environments.

Dimensions: 15.43 x 12.64 x 7.91in (W/D/H)
SKU: HS10121001

Dimensions: 23.50 x 45.91 x 18in (W/H/D)
SKU: HS70012002

The Alfred Floor Stand Kiosk is a technology-rich solution 
that offers industrial-grade performance with a high-
quality design and Intelligent Self-Service Technology for 
efficient and interactive customer experience.

Alfred Floor Stand
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Alfred Countertop
Kiosk

Price: $3,765.00
SKU: HS98001014

Monthly Remote Management Fee:
$35.00 per Kiosk (required) 14



Alfred Kiosk Countertop

Alfred Kiosk Countertop Elements

Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 5.27in (L/W/H)
SKU: HS30071001

Partner Tech’s RP-700 mini high-speed receipt printer is an 
elegant solution for both retail and hospitality applications.

RP-700 Receipt Printer

The Kiosk Countertop Bundle comes equipped with our A5 terminal, a 
thermal ticket printer, and 2D barcode reader. The optimal solution for 
functional integration. The flexibility choice of Partner Tech POS and 
thermal printers offer the ideal workspace for the point of service.

Dimensions: 13 x 32 x 13in (L/W/D)
SKU: HS98001014
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Point of Sale 
Terminals
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Partner Tech Audrey A5

Point of Sale Terminals

Dimensions: 15.43 x 12.64 x 7.91in (W/D/H)
Price: $1,169.00
SKU: HS10121001

Partner Tech EM-310

Dimensions: 10.9 x 7.83 x 0.95 in (W/H/D)
Price: $1,600.00
SKU: HS10073001

A5 and 103 Printer Base

Price: $1,660.00
103 Base SKU: HS10062004
A5 SKU: HS10081001
RP700 Printer SKU: HS30071001

A5 Dimensions:
15.43 x 12.64 x 7.91in (W/D/H)

103 Stand Dimensions:
8.86 x 15.35 x 10.63 in (W/D/H)

Rear Display
Price: $137.00
SKU: HS10122001
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Currently Unavailable Currently Unavailable 



Peripherals
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Partner Tech cleverly designed the CD-7220 with the 
flexibility to position the display so your customers have the 
most comfortable, readable view. The head can rotate up to 
270o and can tilt up to 35o to make it easy for your 
customers to read the display. In addition, the telescoping 
pole can be set at four different heights to accommodate 

different styles of checkout out counters.

Dimensions: 9.06 x 3.15 x 1.57in (W/H/D)
Price: $142.00
SKU: HS99011001

Partner Tech USB CD-7220

Customer Display
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Partner Tech CD-101C

The CD-101 is a 10.1″ display, which has a stylish and modern 
bezel-free design. It can be applied as a second, customer-
facing touch screen display in retail environments. This 
customer display is compatible with the current A5 units or can 
be retrofitted to the 5514 terminal model. 

Dimensions: 10 x 6 x 1in (W/D/H)
Price: $303.00
SKU: HS99011002

Partner Tech VFD 

Dimensions: 7 x 3.5 x 1.25in (L/W/H)
Price: $137.00
SKU: HS10122101

The customer-facing display helps keep your 
customers informed and deters fraud. These 
vacuum fluorescent displays feature a 
pleasing, blue-green color makes prices or 
messaging visible, even in highly lit areas.

Limited Availability Limited AvailabilityLimited Availability



ID Tech SecureMag

SecureMag™ is a 100mm magnetic stripe card reader that 
offers retailers a complete and reliable security solution. 
This intelligent reader delivers superior reading 
performance while encrypting sensitive data that complies 
with PCI-DSS requirements.

Price: $88.00
SKU: HS50011006

IMAG PRO II

Use your mobile device to read a variety of magnetic 
stripes including credit cards, signature debit cards, gift 
cards, loyalty cards, drivers' licenses, and ID badges. IOS 
device is not included.

Price: $74.00
SKU: HS50011005

Credit Card Swipes And Cash Drawers
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Partner Tech CD-410

Dimensions: 16.14 x 16.34 x 4.33in (W/D/H)
Price: $95.00
SKU: HS40041001

The CD-410 is a durable, well-manufactured and secure cash 
drawer. It is intelligently split with four banknote and eight 
coin compartments.

Cash DrawerCredit Card Swipe Credit Card Swipe



Direct thermal printer with a print speed of 
10” per second maximum. 300 dots per 
inch. Comes with a bundle of Agile Ticket 
Stock

Dimensions: 7.7 x 7.3 x 8.5in (H/W/L)
Price w/o cutter: $1,100.00
SKU: HS30051003

Price with cutter: $1,372.00
SKU: HS30051004

A sturdy printer with a print speed of 8” per 
second maximum. 203 dots per 
inch. Comes with a bundle of Agile Ticket 
Stock

Dimensions: 6.5 x 6.6 x 6.7in (H/W/L)
Price w/o cutter: $680.00
SKU: HS30051001

Price with cutter: $856.00
SKU: HS30051002

A larger thermal printer option with a print 
speed of 10” per second maximum, 
integrated ticket storage, and a larger duty 
cycle. 300 dots per inch. Comes with a 
bundle of Agile Ticket Stock

Dimensions: 11.3 x 9.0 x 15.0in (H/W/L)
Price w/o cutter: $1,275.00
SKU: HS30051005

Price with cutter: $1,600.00
SKU: 30051006

Ticket Printers

Boca Lemur Printer Boca Lemur C Printer Boca Lemur S Printer
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Citizen CL-S400DT

The CL-S400DT is designed to provide 
simple, cost-effective, high-quality printing 
on a range of media, making it particularly 
suitable for producing tickets of all kinds.

Dimensions: 8 x 6 x 6in (W/D/H)
Price w/o cutter: $ 449.00
SKU: HS30082001

Price with cutter: $ 566.00
SKU: HS30082002
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Receipt Printers

Partner Tech’s RP-700 mini high-speed receipt 
printer is an elegant solution for both retail and 
hospitality applications. Comes with a roll of 
thermal receipt paper.

Dimensions: 5 x 5 x 5.27in (L/W/H)
Price: $310.00
SKU: HS30071001

Partner Tech RP-700 PrinterCitizen CT-S751 Printer
Front Loading 

The CT-S751 3-inch, front-loading POS printer produces 
direct thermal prints at an outstanding 350mm/sec in 
203 dpi. Comes with a roll of thermal receipt paper. 

Dimensions: 5 x 7 x 4in (W/D/H)
Price: $310.00
SKU:HS30081002

Currently Unavailable 



A larger thermal printer option with a print speed of 10” 
per second maximum. 300 dots per inch. Comes with a 
bundle of Agile Ticket Stock

Dimensions: 11.3 x 9.0 x 15.0in (H/W/L)
Price with Wifi: $1,547.00
SKU: HS30051009

Price with Ethernet: $1,417.00
SKU: HS30051010

Card Printers

Boca Lemur S Card Printer
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WS-100 handheld scanner is designed for everyday 
use. It is equipped with advanced scanning and latest 
sensing technology, featuring powerful performance in 
scanning all popular 1D and 2D barcodes. Combined 
with a stand, the “Constant Active Signal” feature 
(programmable) will be continuously scanning 
without pressing trigger, allowing hassle-free 
scanning.

Price: $149.00
SKU: HS20081001

Our easy-to-use multi-venue scanner makes 
validating tickets easy. Additionally, they 
provide your user with an audible alert from the 
handset. Includes a hand-strap to help mitigate 
hardware drops.

Price $367.00
SKU: HS98001002

In addition to the iPod scanners, we also offer the Linea 
Pro 5 Bundle. It is designed for iPod Touch 6th 
Generation. It is a combination of 1D and 2D barcode 
scanner and magnetic card reader, converting these 
mobile devices into powerful point-of-sale and tracking 
solutions. Includes IPOD Touch, Linea Pro 5 Scanner 
Sled, and charging cable.

Price: $1,147.00
SKU: HS98001010

Scanners

Partner Tech WS-100 Scanner iPod Touch Scanner Linea Pro 5 Sled Bundle
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The pistol grip is a handle that converts the Linea 
Pro 5 into an extremely manageable one-handed 
barcode scanner. It consists of a silicone protective 
sleeve that covers the Linea Pro, a ruggedized grip 
with a soft-touch trigger, an internal battery and a 
hand-strap. It allows users to trigger the scanner 
with the index finger and is perfect for demanding 
jobs.

Price: $143.00
SKU: HS20062010

This is a durable heavy-duty case to protect the 
Linea Pro 5 barcode scanners which have 2D scan 
engines. The Magstripe Reader can still be used with 
this case model, thanks to its slot through which 
cards can be slid for swiping.

Price: $75.00
SKU: HS20062011

Choose the option that best suits your 
charging needs. There are single- and five-
station chargers which use charging pins to 
transmit the charge. (NOTE: Will not work with 
Pistol Grip or Rugged Case)

Single Unit Station Price: $115.00
SKU: HS20062008

Five Unit Station Price: $350.00
SKU: HS20062009

Linea Peripherals

Linea Pro 5 Pistol Grip Linea Pro 5 Extreme Rugged Case Linea Pro 5 Charging Stations
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2 Port Router, Peak Data Speeds: DL300 Mbps/UL 50Mbps

If you’re looking for flexibility, we’ve got you covered with the WTI-6200 
Series router. This router is a fully customizable platform that works as a 
standard or failover unit, and the firmware can be updated over-the-air.

Price: $260.00
SKU: HS60011002

Service Fee
$35.00 per month, includes the 1st gig of data.
SKU: WTI1G

$45.00 for each additional gig of data.
SKU: WTIAddGig

5 Port Router, Peak Data Speeds: DL 300 Mbps/ UL 50 Mbps

If you’re looking for flexibility, we’ve got you covered with the WTI-6500 
Series router. This router is a fully customizable platform that works as a 
standard or failover unit, and the firmware can be updated over-the-air.

Price: $293.00
SKU: HS60011002

Service Fee
$35.00 per month, includes the 1st gig of data.
SKU: WTI1G

$45.00 for each additional gig of data.
SKU: WTIAddGig

Wireless Backups and Wi-Fi Options

WTI-6200 WTI-6500
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Wireless Backup Wireless Backup Terminal Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi Dongle

Make your terminals wireless by adding Wi-Fi 
capabilities. The Wi-Fi dongle is an additional 
charge on top of the terminal cost. You will need 
to purchase one dongle for every unit you would 
like to have Wi-Fi capabilities. Wi-Fi dongles are 
not needed when purchasing a tablet. 

Price: $30.00 
SKU: HS99012004



Supplies
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Supplies

AgileTix branded Ticket Stock (bundle)

One bundle of AgileTix Ticket Stock has 1,000 tickets.

Price per bundle: $10.00
SKU: SS110011

AgileTix branded Ticket Stock (box)

A box of AgileTix Ticket Stock has 10,000 tickets.

Price per box: $100.00
SKU: SS110010

SD260-Color Printer Ribbons

Price: $215.00
SKU: SS11023

SD260-Black only Printer Ribbon

Price: $23.00
SKU: SS11891

SD360-Color Printer Ribbon

Price: $225.00
SKU: SS11098
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Currently Unavailable 



Supplies

Boca Member Cards

This price is subject to change based on
artwork and card quantity.
The price listed is based on 6,000 cards.

Price: $326.00
SKU: SS11122

Ticket Envelopes

Sold in boxes of 500.

Price per Box: $42.50
SKU: SS110009

Lanyards with Bulldog Clip

Sold in bundles of 50.

Price per Bundle: $17.50 
SKU: SS11015

Pass Pouches

Sold in packs of 50.

Price per Pack: $15.00 
SKU: SS11016

Pass Paper

Sold in packs of 100 sheets.
Prints two passes per page.

Price per Pack: $8.00 
SKU: SS110118
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Supplies

Pricing for the following custom items and services are available 
upon request:

• Custom Envelopes

• Customer Member Cards

• Custom Gift Cards

• Custom Gift Card Sleeves

• Custom Ticket Stock

• Dymo Labels

• Custom Armbands

• Membership Fulfillment Services

• Gift Card Fulfillment Services

• Festival Pass Fulfillment Services

Perforated Thermal Receipt Paper

Sold in packs of 50 rolls.

Price per case: $265.00
SKU: SS12001

Non-Perforated Thermal Paper

Sold in packs of 50 rolls.

Price per Case: $125.00
SKU: SS12002

Plain White Member Cards

Sold in boxes of 500.

Price: $60.00
SKU: SS11020 30


